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DISCLAIMER

WORDS SUPPOSEDLY PROTECTING US FROM
LAWYERS & ATTORNEYS..?

No warranties. My prose, rants, and ebooks, are offered solely for personal contemplation

purposes. The author and publisher are not offering it as legal, accounting, or other professional

services advice. While best efforts have been invested in preparing my stories, excerpts, and po‐
etry, along with its sub-context; The author and publisher make no representations or warranties

of any kind, and assume no liabilities of any kind with respect to the accuracy, correctness, or

com plete ness of the con tents and specif i cally dis claim any im plied war ranties of safety, func tion ‐
ality, reliabil,ity or fitness of use for any specific purpose. Neither the author nor the publisher

shall be held liable or responsible to any person or entity with respect to any loss, harm, inciden‐
tal or con se quen tial dam ages caused, or al leged to have been caused, di rectly or in di rectly, by the

information, prose, ideas, and opinion contained herein. No warranty may be created or ex‐
tended by sale representatives or written sales materials. Every personality is different and the

worldview, moods, prose, and conclusions contained herein may not be suitable for your situa‐
tion or anyone's well-being. This book is a work of fiction. Names, characters, events, and loca‐
tions are fictitious or are used fictitiously. Any resemblances to actual persons or events, living or

dead, are en tirely co in ci den tal.

Precaution: The background picture I used as cover was declared a free download, and all

further editing, layout, and placing of the streetlib icon were done, manually, by me, Andrè

Michael Piet roschek.

The bee on the cover (upper right corner) is my whimsical reminder that our honey-pro‐
ducing buzzers are short of extinction due those harmless toxins & environmental violations

of our own planet!
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PERSONAL NOTE

PRETENDING ANY CUSTOMER WOULD EVER READ
IT..?

My first ebook sold badly, and my stand-alone short stories on other platforms were not too

appreciated either. But, as noted before, I really publish this without any expectations. And I got

cu ri ous about which im prove ments STREETLIB im ple mented dur ing my ab sent years.

This ebook is a collection of files I want to delete or store compressed, as my technological

changes go from USB data sticks and PC or notebook to mobile devices and Micro-SD data cards

(smaller and more efficient by now). Files like drabbles and flash fiction written straight on web‐
sites or in APPS of a smartphone are excluded. But in case you purchased this you can be certain

it does help me to re-mo ti vate my self, and con tinue shar ing more freely.

Thank you, and please be reminded that certain technical issues are beyond what I, the au‐
thor, can influence. I would have done that before publishing, as I appreciated the efficiency and

com fort of pro fes sion al ism. Even, if my own skill level is not, or not yet, at world-best rank ing.

I will not sort the files by publishing date, or my personal meaning, but by the roleplaying

sub-genres, so all Cthulhu stuff gets after each other before any Vampire or D&D inspired ser‐
mon interferes, and ShadowPunk & CyberRun are contemplated due the conflict of my copy‐
righted own words versus the trademark notes and choices of NOT allowing official fan-fiction

for some years from certain publishers. No need to provoke cease and desist letters, or academic

dates at le gal courts of law. ;-)

One reason why I wanted to test how much I can write in readable style while 'inventing' it

was: Being the Storyteller, Game-Master, and Dungeon-Master of any roleplaying group had

always demanded that much more. We, mostly, are not in luxurious comfort positions, but

part of the normal folks, and often the poorer part. Still the narrative tradition, fantasy role‐
playing, and the written word can be combined. One of my author quotes for several years: "I

won't lose overweight by somebody else doing workouts - I gotta do my own!". The same is

true for self-publishing, self-marketing, and enduring the wake-up-kissing from reality, as

most of us won't ever live a Hol ly wood-in duced-dream.

If you did find this on any illegal pirate page, please consider paying the € 0,50,- cent

price any way, via: http:// paypal. me/ AMP ietr osch ek
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MY CTHULHU & LOVECRAFTIAN
FICTION

TENTACLOID COSMIC HORRORS & STUFF...

Blood on my touchscreen

Published one day before I was kicked from the platform...

Blood on my touch screen

© Andrè M. Piet roschek, all rights re served

"When you have bewitched or assassinated the unwelcome, then whoever remains, however

use less & bor ing, must be the only au di ence you still have left!"

Quote from my: War lock Holmes, the Cum ber-Batch ing speech

Further: Please note that I would appreciate helpful customer-oriented-reviews, as no preview of

files makes them superfluous, for all my published files at each of the vault affiliate sites. A decent

review is usually between 200 and 500 words, so potential customers can decide, if buying that

stuff is their own gusto.

Story:

It is the fifth of April in the year 2015. I am writ ing this in a hurry, as a cer tain pres sure makes

me expect to be seriously distracted soon. My name is Morton Bryce. I am the son of Walton T.

Bryce and Emma-Maria Whiteley. While many would have called me a hopeless scoundrel, a

vagabond, and a se ri ously out classed small-scale crim i nal such had never been my true call ing.

I was a born believer, a cultist for a real cause, not the mere madness or drug-crazed dreams

of the modern, urban folks. And I can proudly note that I will stay that to the very moment of

my own death! Like many rural people I had childhood full of hard work, folklore, and familial

close ness I ac tu ally had to ac cept as my bur den, just as most other folks had to.

Since Al-Hazarded published that book for the bored morons trapped in ignorance, and

choosing to stay so, I was part of a living community hellbent on more than the mere survival,

cattle herding, and dying on our family farm. And yes, that Necronomicon hysteria blinded

shockingly many to the very fact that more than ninety percent of those who dabbled in it met a

pre ma ture and dis as trous neme sis soon there after.

My own core suspicion was that the book, combined with Al-Hazarded's personal madness,

maybe due the ordeal of reaching his publisher or escaping the equivalent to a book-burning
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church chorus eager to prevent that, made it a beacon to forces not even cultists would easily

sympathize or associate with. But that is just something like bible sermon to Christianity. It

makes every yokel barely able to recite a punchline seem like he is a major player involved in

global and di vine schemes of ut most im por tance!

I am no necromancer, I am not capable of summoning greater cosmic powers, personalized

or abstract, and neither did I ever go insane enough to attempt such. The gruesome years von

Junzt needed to learn communicating with ghouls should have made it clear that each cult needs

a focus, and enough sanity le  to actually survive mundane and cosmic threats. A struggle which

usu ally ends with the cultists loos ing it.

Our opponents, envious schemers, and foes work hard to publicly insist such proves we fight

on the wrong side of the wrong cause. I always thought such might come from a faint resem‐
blance to the American Civil War, and the psycho-social or cultural aftermath it made people

live in. I could err though! All of some decent education or life experience and maturity will,

once contemplating it, realize that we actually just do what mortality demands from everybody

who was born, sur vive and pros per, or die try ing. Hu man na ture within the laws even larger pow ‐
ers can not undo com pletely.

Additionally I am used to both, introspection and retrospection. Many cults, and several

cultists, actually never waste a minute of their lifetime on learning the wisdom of such. I think

we are the rural peoples dark side of independence. We are, o  depicted, partly criminals, partly

manipulative pseudo-clergy, and free from the shackles of a society only accepting us as under‐
paid la bor ers, mal treated lack eys, or not at all.

Old letters, letters are predecessors to email, fax, or “What'sApp” kinda technological com‐
municating, and diary notes or family heritage do indeed mention the subtle notes it takes to be‐
come a cultist and learn communicating with powers beyond, below, or in cosmic anomalies we

fail to understand. Just that nobody promised it is easy, harmless, or guaranteed to be good for

us.

My own grandparents heard the vivid memories of their elders, of things manifesting, of

barely surviving the first encounter, of feeling the power so much worthier than the farm-life we

had to be content with. Many of us actually shared in the joy of mum or dad proudly retelling

how they acquired their first real occult book, or how they met the one stranger who was not just

bab bling the in sane ser mon of es capees from psy chi atric in sti tu tions.

When it runs in the family, then it is usually either more freaky or more comforting than the

solitary start. Many think us alike the cults doing nothing but indulging perversion or insanity,

still those are the people who forget that some of us long succeeded into gaining patronage or tu‐
toring from more powerful minds than those humanity cares to muster. My grandparents spoke

of sur viv ing two World Wars. Rarely ever about any thing oc cult or be yond.

It was due the fact that I was born without mutations or signs of dire degeneration that al‐
lowed me to participate in the normed society, like kindergarten or base school, middle school,

high school, and some university. Henceforth I had my personal expertise about what I disliked

about society, why I was not satisfied being a lackey or soldier, especially an underpaid one, and

stay con tent with that.

Noteworthy though is that degeneration, violation, and unintended results are lifelong

calamities we have to be cautious about. I think that a major factor of explaining is that the forces

we attune with have a habit of making the same reality we all know and rely on in scientific rou‐
tine has moments, like an ebb and flow, but through the atmosphere and never along the scien‐
tific de f i n i tions of phys i cal laws.

The moments the real forces manifest or bring about changes are, to mortal creatures and
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mammals, usually overwhelming, discomforting, or outright pandemonium. Lesser cults hence

remain on the same proverbial food-chain like any human, but react differently to those whims

of nat ural law and may hap the God we once prayed to in church.

Back to me, Morton Bryce: My life went its way, and it is my own decision to write this con‐
fession. Because that it is what it comes down to, a confession. Even though I do not even know,

if the auto-share will ever upload and spread it. My conscience rested easily, and lived well with

producing dozens of what nowadays is called targeted individuals or conspiracy theorists. One of

our income sources is providing a service for hire, and terms like gang-stalking, invisible-touch-

tor ment or cy ber stalk ing may be in spired by it.

Sometimes it is a family who just purchased a house 'where we cannot afford witnesses', or

have that 'need to remain undisturbed'. Seriously, sometimes we are not at all about home inva‐
sion, fam ily-mas sacring, or nor malcy-crush ing. But tar geted psy cho-so cial ha rass ment, in tim i da ‐
tion, and causing alienation to people who found out or witnessed certain procedures actually

spawns from the same root, as the decision to kill in cold blood or burn a house down without

warn ing the in hab i tants, so the fire-fight ers and in sur ance have a more be liev able scene to find.

Skilled cult leaders sort their assets, avoiding to discomfort them too far, as risk of discovery,

opposition, and angered contract partners are tasks our middle-management is duty-bound to

handle. Damn, it is just that, subtle threats, pure intimidation, or brute force, kidnapping or poi‐
soning, if compliance could not be enforced in the first rush. Certainly one reason we are met

with dis trust and vig i lance in stead of smiles and the prover bial open arms!

It has something weird how much can become routine to the human mind, and how many

changes we can rationalize away, until we realize they are what made us fall from grace. Once we

realize that even those who play with dirty tricks can be nailed by consequence, competition, or

life itself a lot becomes so much more adult about it... I myself chuckled more than once, lately

even about the insight that I actually might die like a figure in one short story written by some

Howard Philip Lovecra , who is rumored to have been member of 'some dilettante social club'

reading works like that Necronomicon, and dabbling in anything to snatch attention and easy

money.

These memories and thoughts surge up into my mind, because I am ashamed of the blasphe‐
mous simplicity which would be my confession! Really, merely typing the words fails to make

transparent how one little outrage of bloodthirstiness caused a wrong I never meant to cause,

and harmed people I did not want to be harmed, whereby it may indeed be that only due the

way consequences made reality turn out to be I found that guilt-ridden lethargy to accept my

sup posed fate in stead of us ing my skills to es cape or undo it.

No apology, no 'forgive me!', and no 'I am sorry' would mean that the family gets their

beloved wife, mother, sister, and daughter back. No ritual I ever discovered would even help to

recompense them, so they could mourn their loss without the social and financial troubles it al‐
ready caused in addition. Therefor I made me the weird hermit sitting in a small apartment and

await ing 'that which comes up the stairs'.

I only know due in ves tiga tive work that my hunter, the man sworn to end my life, was forced

out of everything he cherished due my deed. I understood that I had slaughtered his Cthulhu,

that I had made his 'magic' leave his world forevermore. For that is what love was to the journal‐
ist that man had been before his nervous breakdown, and the aftermath of my outrage, reforged

him into an other vi o lent prone fate-maker and life-taker.

The wood o  used for stairs in proletarian social classes makes less noise, when one avoids

stepping into the middle of each stair, as that pressures it more than stepping on the le  or right

of a stair, where the struc ture is more re in forced.
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I harshly heard my hunter approach, and I can only hope that he will be far away, when

those who would attempt to punish me for a job gone bad show up. Seeing the blinking of my

USB surfstick I know this file went online, and talking of the mundane, it is the shadow of a sim‐
ple golf-club I see as the fi nal hint and her ald to my own demise...

The end

Bonus – Poem: Be yond that point of no re turn

Orig i nal & vari ant © Andrè M. Piet roschek, all rights re served

Be yond that point of no re turn

where lusts and loves are damned to burn

I stand, as wreck age of my for mer self

stuck like an old book into an other shelf

Time passes by, tears come and go again

Life, now so bleak, once I was its big fan

Mem o ries of tor ments from my own past

I still feel young, but yet aged damn fast

Be yond that point of no re turn

where only an guish and de feat re main

Our cause once vivid, true, and ra di ant

Now just an al tar of more lurk ing pain

The spirit of urges made one more stand

But all within me longs for that fi nal end

I do some thing ex otic, sup pressed a while

as I sim ply fo cus life with a hon est smile

Be yond that point of no re turn
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where I had al ways to sur vive on my own

Aban doned by my friends and god alike

Yes, once it did make me cry and frown

But deep within the in domitable re mains

Unim pressed by all those scars and pains

Life will go on nonethe less, and so did I

Con demned to at tempt anew un til I die

Be yond that point of no re turn

Cause cos mic evils de serve to burn!

Banish with Laughcra

Decades older, originally my first award-winning prosaic story (abstract one)

Ban ish with Laugh craft

First story to win me a role player award, for con tribut ing... Nearly two decades old by now.

Re vised Ver sion for my “My Cult of Thool hoo”

Au thor: Andrè M. Piet roschek © All rights re served

piet roschek@ gmail. com

At first, some hints to readers who never read H.P. Lovecra 's „Shadows over Innsmouth“, Au‐
gust Derleths „The Star Gate“ and are unaware of Cthulhu style Role-playing Games. Lovecra

"used" his sickness to inspire the myth of evil, chthonic deities, who interacted with planet earth

since it came into existence. Small groups or single individuals stumbled across the myth, went in‐
sane, suffered a horrible death or came to the shocking realization that they were part of the myth

and set apart from all humanity. Main idea is that the myth cannot be understood or countered by

neither science, religion nor occultism. Every insight concerning the truth is another step into mad‐
ness. Please excuse my short cut version, sample is free, but without money no full version will be

published. Readers shall be aware that in reality there is no evidence that I write truth about real

persons in my fantasy texts. Cthulhu as role-play usually includes the following experiences: The

chance to em u late a clas sic, one could nearly say ar che typal, char ac ter of your choice. See how it de ‐
vel ops in a (for now) loyal team. Yes, em u late, not mimic or trans mute into. Role-play style hap pens

with imagination and not like theater. That is LARP. Next, the chance to game in the era of prohibi‐
tion and gangsters colliding with the unspeakable and cruel reality of myth. The summary of shock,

mad ness and in escapable De struc tion via a cos mic and ten ta cled neme sis and its min ions.

Producing a radio audio and computer game remains among my goals. Since I made a sneak

preview for my “Grunt the Vegetarian” at http://nwvault.ign.com I proved that it works. Surprising

how my small files would already fill a full game. Please be assured I write by my own style, I never

tried to imitate Lovecra  and am aware that I lack his talent for making the reader realize what is

about to happen without ever really typing it straight onto paper. I will try to learn this though for it

makes for a really intense addition of reading pleasure. If you don’t know my other files, be re‐
minded that I tested difficult approaches to writing to test my petty skills. This was my first finished

short story intended for publication. Be lucky you didn’t have to read my early files, as those I did

handwrite for a german role-play game when I was twelve. Back then I was perfectly free of any tal‐
ent at all. Just a mindless urge and good intentions. I don’t make my income by being an author, so

I keep to looking for better solutions, of course. I plan anyway, to indulge into making a computer
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game and one of those solo-adventures for cellular phones. Playing as such is low priority to me; it

becomes interesting only when it furthers my own approaches. I met several creative minds and I

learned from them as best as I could un der the cir cum stances I have to call rem nants of my life.

If you don’t have any of the backgrounds I mentioned above, it might help you, to scroll down

to the add on info and read it before you read the story. In the German version I name here a link

to a short quickstep rulebook and adventure of Cthulhu role-play. I don’t know one as good in Eng‐
lish and sadly, trans lat ing it would vi o late copy right and my oath of not with out earn ing money…

This is a FICTIONAL e-text, inspirational file originally intended to become a video game & ra‐
dio au dio tale. But luck ily I got ex cluded from so ci ety, and re turned with dif fer ent pri or i ties.

I admit my translation reduced the quality, am just a prosaic German university-dropout &

ex-bum.

'The Arkham In sti ga tor, short sum mary

Today, 01.06.1923, the investigations of the police ended. The last month were filled with a

nearly incomparable effort to illuminate the disappearance of the well-known persons struggling

versus preternatural incursions. The small town, by the name Dunseith became the stage for an un‐
solved crime. The central persons: Adriano Putana, Sebastian Crowley and J.T. Presque remain

missing. Few hours after the local police was alarmed the government ordered that Dunseith was to

be secured by forces of the US army. The scarce evidence comes down to a torn, bloodstained coat,

blood and two bullet holes of handgun caliber. Police declared that the assumption of a cult crime

might be realistically. With the end of the investigations, the flags were lowered to half-mast.

Arkhams greatest newspaper willingly covers all expenses of the investigation and further search

for ev i dence.'

Story: For years, the occultist and small time actor Sebastian Crowley, the business lawyer J.T.

Presque and the ex-monk and pulp writer Adriano Putana got drawn into situations, which would

shatter the mind of the average citizen. The activities of obscured cults and alien entities le  tracks

to a horrifying truth that is confronted by inspired people. Sanity threatening discoveries of forbid‐
den lore hint at the possibility that earth is suffering the dark plots of maniac, chthonic deities who

undermined humanity for eons. The myth was detected in multiple places and again and again the

survivors faced the problem of knowing the truth, while being surrounded by oblivious neighbors,

tellurium energy, insane entities and their bloodthirsty minions. Anxiety and pressure of ignoring

the unacceptable facts, take their toll. Yet some myth-sleuths gained special insights, which proved

beneficial. One of those valiant groups operated in the light of publicity and scored admirable suc‐
cesses in series. They became a symbol of inspiration and prudence for entire humanity. Of course

the tentacled conspirators flayed them alive before this story started. Survivor of this bunch was

Adri ano Putana.

After the death of his fiance he was trying to compensate trauma by indulging in masculine fal‐
lacies. The Old Ones had other plans in mind though. In 1918 he was dismissed from the Corpo di

Ar mato and re al ized gain of ini tia tive.

Confronted by overwhelming forces he decided to deal crucial damage as long as he could. His

journey on the fruitless road of retribution. He was seen gazing at a burning tarot card. The desper‐
ate assault of a single brave soldier. Illusions of heroism and glory were not for him anymore. A
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long termed and painful struggle against forces one couldn’t defeat was his more realistically an‐
swer. Yet he was aware how many times outgunned individuals stood forthright against cults, crimi‐
nals and crazed scientists. Where they succeeded they were called heroes, where they faltered they

were labeled fools. The necessity of introspection was not to be overseen. In battle with horrors

from beyond there was no reason to grant them further advantages due ones own mental instabil‐
ity. Of course such in sights came the hard way in a mans younger years.

The three protagonists had their first meeting in 1922, Calcutta, India as they were drawn into a

revival of the thug activities and the masterminding influence behind it. Through a lack of sub‐
terfuge in the thuggish actions, they found out about occult meaning of their vile crimes. Supposed

accidents and sicknesses could be proven ritual murders of this heretic, abstract local cult of hiero‐
phants.

Deluded that the goddess Chalice asked to re-establish the cosmic balance with Shiva, there was

assassinated whoever stood in the way of the vicious hierophants and their deranged plans. Crowley

valiantly stepped up to face the blood magick, Putana welcomed the escape from boredom, and

Presque wouldn’t allow a bunch of crazy, strangle-cord and knife-wielding wackos to spoil his in‐
vest ments in this re gion.

When they discovered first signs that a surprising outbreak of disease was the dirty work of

these religious madmen, even the British advisors could no longer hesitate. Need of circumstance

and Presque’s political influence allowed them to join forces with the responsible military of the

Commonwealth. Weeks passed in the draining heat and short of the breaking point they eaves‐
dropped information about a ritual gathering and even managed to identify some thugs. They fol‐
lowed those cultists and discovered their hideout. Caverns in derelict parts of the country and mi‐
nor camps along the roads. Duty on side of the British soldiers and grim resolve of the three made

them charge into the caverns. During the first phase of infiltration they managed to rescue Dr.

Derek Nail from the fangs of a dark courtesan who planned to ritually feed upon him in service to

that which lurked in dark ness.

Nails natural gi  of seduction had blinded him, overconfidence for the price of seeing women

only as sex-toys. For the three myth-snuffers it didn’t matter, the cult had to be stopped and if Nail

was foolish enough, he would continue to reap forbidden fruits until the consequences tore him

apart. After their first case was solved they were honored by the British embassy and the society of

early human culture. They had by chance not only fought the cultists, but by their raw courage

alone casted a minor banishment versus the dreaded influence from beyond. Now such villains had

to expect repercussions if they dared to stomp on law and humanity. Dr. Nail was brought forth to

the best asylum of the western world, to purify his shredded self from the torment of his recent ex‐
pe ri ences. While the me dia en ti tled them he roes it was Colonel Flem ing who earned this.

It was his tenacity and disciplined leadership that made them prevail, even when body and soul

were at stake. The memories were clear enough to still shake all of them. In those dark and dreaded

caverns they suffered the sight of a lower servitor, which’s stench and insane chanting, full of soul‐
pain and sorrow, haunted their minds for a long, long time. In midst of those stone carved cavern

walls full of cer e mo nial sym bols a stran gling feel ing hit their guts.

They would never know, if some incense or the alien atmosphere shocked them more. As they

entered they had still believed to fight down some thugs, arrest the cults guru and go home. A notch
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from the truth they were.

As they charged on they encountered the abomination, which the cult worshiped. For an in‐
stance insanity kicked God himself from the throne and seemed all-consuming. A second later they

had to fight for their very souls. The handful of soldiers prepared for battle while Crowley studied

the painted walls. Putana, who was pretty shaken by this intense situation, realized this was no prob‐
lem solved by simple firepower. Presque, influenced by this thing, was drowning in a wave of hor‐
rid self-pity and soultrash. Unable to fire his reliable handgun again, he stared like a drunken peas‐
ant who realized he just kissed his cow. Crowley focused on countering the strange rituals formula

and achieved some form of ban ish ing power.

The German-Sicilian bastardo guarded the occupied occultist, but couldn’t shake free from the

grasp of shock completely. As the magical effort overstretched Crowley’s mental balance and the

first soldiers got seriously wounded, Putana focused his self. Mistaken to be the effect of Crowley’s

ritual incantation, the banishment of the horrid creature came completely surprising to all of the

shocked eyes. The creature faded from flesh to ethereal, much like an overcome nightmare. In this

moment of triumph it was Adriano’s realism that shocked his companions. He explained that the

creature was neither destroyed nor arrested, capable of returning after a short phase of recovery.

While their psyches were marked by this night, they fell into a cheerful victory mood, everyone

busy to ra tio nal ize these haunt ing mo ments.

The look in the eyes of Colonel Fleming was all which spoke of this chapter ever after. After

they had withdrawn from the caves, short after the first full night of sleep, the next setback awaited.

Embittered they had to swallow that further investigation was impossible, cause the British

army decided to detonate caves in this area to secure the local villages and avoid further spread of

this wicked disease. They had saved hundreds of people and gave their very best, yet they felt like

beaten dogs as they le  India. Presque rapidly ventured back to the United States. An old acquain‐
tance, by then a high-ranking diplomat had asked him to interfere with a political crisis. Gunter von

Gotha had manipulated the economy to revive his dream of the German Kaiser Reich. Presque co‐
ordinated and led several executives to deal with this mundane danger. This time there were no

signs of mysterious influence to be found. Aiding the USA shortly after the Great War proved valu‐
able nonethe less.

The public was pleased and the media celebrated Presque as a defender of western culture. The

Arkham Instigator entitled Presque as „a Star shining brightest“. Crowley compared this with his as‐
trological data and made some divination concerning the destiny of JT. Putana was less euphoric

and re mained silent.

After they had le  India some month of recovery and calmer life took place. In February 1923

the three met again, as they dared to intercept some uncommon occurrences in Japan. Work on a

planned road brought forth a discovery of some strange relic, which seemingly summoned a group

of spooky, pale cultists out of nowhere.

The chanting and dancing of these people irritated the workers and when the heart of a work

group leader was found on some savage altar, it was no longer prejudice what spoiled the climate

here. The real horror started when a small mountainside monastery was discovered to be the head‐
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quarter of some weird Asian sect. Far from the shores there was just one village close by and so the

monastery was still filed as deserted in the official Japanese reports. An illusion that was falling

apart, as Sgt. Ko romiko ar rived with a squad of sol diers.

Patient information gathering and his personal cunning made Koromiko realize a sense of

weirdness about this mission. Maybe support from Iteki was seen as more appropriate then risking

more Japanese soldiers. Officially the honor that Iteki like Presque were allowed to join up on this

investigation is nearly inexpressible to western barbarians. Adriano was somewhat uncertain about

the usefulness of Japanese infantry equipment for securing a building. This insight should prove

real. Koromikos decision made them clash with the lunacy of a culture that was nearly as strange to

them as the vile web of the Old Ones.

While the first monk cells still somehow resembled something human, every step towards the

center made the foreboding sense of danger more intense. Dirty, degenerate and hideously dese‐
crated was this scene.

The acumen of Crowley would be the only chance of escape for the trio, yet this was totally un‐
known to them at this point. Anyway, without the glorious sacrifice of the Japanese soldiers, they

would have been condemned to a painful slow death. Confronted with an abomination of myth

horror and battle ready thugs of this entity it should come to a tunnel fight which equaled the Ger‐
man- French trenches from 1914-1916 in all bitter aspects which fighting wreaks upon human exis‐
tence. The scene turned into utmost torment for flesh, Ki and Do which was hardly to top. A gory

skir mish through the nar row cor ri dors of the monastery was about to be gin. As the first wave ended

in those tun nels, the ad ven tur ers split to sup port some sol diers.

Sebastian concentrated, forming an astral blade, resembling the dagger he wielded. Thereby he

gained the chance to hurt the essence of ethereal beings as well. Joined by two soldiers he entered a

cor ri dor, ad vanc ing in flick er ing light and sur rounded by nerve rip ping sounds.

Close to the end of the passage he recognized an arcane symbol and while the soldiers thought

of a dead end, Sebastian chanted versus the walls. Due his talent with Magick he was able to ener‐
gize the symbol and opened a secret door. The soldiers were struck by surprise due to his innate

abilities. Crowley expected the natural, an attack of a dark adept. The bloody dance of blades would

demand toll from them. Toll that Crowley was more than willing to pay. The soldiers could fire

once before it became close quarters. Meanwhile Presque led another two soldiers and marched on.

The dirty gibberish at the walls le  him totally unimpressed. Instinct was, what made him survive

such situations. The slot eyed cultists felt so superior in their ambush, that the massive counter‐
strike of JT caught them un pre pared.

As he had expected those degenerates never before encountered resistance. His automatic clip

pistol brought death to some of them and another one was smashed down by a powerful punch

even before the soldiers could fully react. Boxing, bleeding, shivering and blocking they survived

this altercation. For a while the illusion of a glorious victory would offer itself. Putana stood close to

Koromiko, watching. Giri and Courage couldn’t make the confusion go away. This was no typical

mission for soldiers. The men sensed that they wouldn’t survive such a place much longer. Adriano

sneaked into a corridor. Fear tried to strangle his confidence and it demanded an act of willpower.

Two times his in tu ition made him throw grenades into sec tions he felt to be dread ful. The fol low ing
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deathcries made his doubts van ish. In his guts cramps started, this was not only fear.

This place was not part of their via fatum, whatever lurked here, his awareness failed to reveal

anything about the deeper levels. Surprised by his own skill he perceived himself blocking the knife

of a cultist and countering by a move he adapted from the few month of Wong Chen Kung Fu he

once decided to practice. Calm but dedicated did he cut his gratitude into the flesh of this cultist.

While Putana expressed his allergy to vice, the tables began to turn. The minions launched an orga‐
nized assault and the pure strength of numbers drove them backwards. When defeat became obvi‐
ous the remaining soldiers grouped, giving evidence that mere mortals are as heroic, to allow Crow‐
ley the chance to grasp through a breach of re al ity and save his com pan ions.

Weeks later Crowley honored the sacrifice of the Japanese squad by a play in the Noh theater.

Adriano chose silence as a suiting honor and never mentioned anything about this, except that

Wakino, who translated for them in the village, escaped her shame via traditional suicide. The sur‐
vivors took care that the few captured scripts and warding symbols were handed to proper in‐
stances. When the evacuation of the village was coordinated they found some weeks of time to flow

with their mushien. They met a Miko and even found an ancient Kitsune scroll, which they copied

and handed to a museum. While Adriano had nothing more to offer he found some emotional link

to the female side of Japan. Here he learned that not all women taste like rotting fish. Crowley stud‐
ied the scripts and practiced some Tantojutsu. Again their interference had cost them much and

they spend month for recovery. Adriano chose to visit his place of birth, Giardini and enjoyed the

Ital ian monastery close to Monte Casino.

Time went by and the memories where no longer so haunting to them. When Putana met

tourists he couldn’t ignore the self-righteous ignorance that transformed so many humans into a

twisted bunch of swine. Crowley told them at the departure he would visit Egypt and indeed, Adri‐
ano received two letters. The first covered Crowley’s first week in Memphis and described his at‐
tempts to teach basics of the real myth to his adepts. Unknown to Putana his brother-in-arms Crow‐
ley was busy countering the spreading of a cult of Apophis. From the moment that he stepped out

of the plane Se bas t ian was sure that some thing was lurk ing for him here.

The atmosphere and bustling streets could no longer delude a skilled occultist from sensing the

telltale signs. Sebastian asked subtle questions, observed and bribed his way to get more detailed in‐
formation right away. When he finally investigated in the poorer districts, he learned to translate

the lore. It was Anuthotep who had decrypted the necromantic Lore from the books of the dead

into a distorted way. Unsurprisingly, even in Egypt people got angry, when some deranged fanatics

dug out their ancestors, had sexual intercourse with them, and finally swallowed the remnants of

their brains. By the sheer stupidity of the brain eaters one could discard the idea of gaining the wis‐
dom of the dead through such de prav ity.

Fallacy, which became dangerous by the latent criminal potential of this psychopathic brother‐
hood. Being on his home turf Crowley made the police do their job and launched guerrilla war on

the Apophis cult. Fal con and Sphinx would be come fun da men tals of his later works.

To Putana’s astonishment the second letter arrived from the Hürtgenwald, where Germany

meets France. Crowley sent some greetings and wrote he played sheep dumb tourist. Mentioning

his plans to visit the US of A by the way. Sebastian’s physical vessel, tool of the higher self he con‐
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stantly dabbled about, needed further recovery. At that moment Adriano sensed a vague menace

between those lines. Rovinato C. needed his aid, although he seemed to be yet unaware of this him‐
self. Adriano busted his low finances to dash towards the border of Austria and purchased a train

passage to Germany. Stress and forbidden knowledge could even hamstring Sebastian, part of the

existential limits of a human being. The natural area of the Hürtgenwald was turning into a place of

dread for in the last month several wanderers and women had been victims to a psychopathic mur‐
derer. Police was working over-shi , yet an area of this size was near impossible to cover by the du‐
tiful cops. Putana cursed himself that they ventured so ignorant concerning retaliation from the

min ions or even se tups from petty crim i nals.

Carlisle D. Wardstone, an anthropologist, had unleashed the madness as he stumbled upon

scripts of the forbidden cults. Fascinated by old tales, which Germany had plenty to offer, he

couldn’t resist. Encouraged by his academically backers he was too stubborn to notice how much

their urge to harm him was source of their advice. Even the major warning didn’t even make him

think: Do never conjure such, which you cannot banish or destroy, nor summon ever, what can

con jure such forces, which you can not ward your self against.

As a man with scientific education Dr. Wardstone didn’t want to admit, how much his darker

impulses had clouded his brain. His triumph of superiority came in form of a ghoulish nightmare,

which in stantly fed on the hap less aca d e mics. The mo ment the last notch of com mon sense reached

Wardstones jelly brain he started fleeing for his life, leaving his fellows and ritual trappings behind.

The murders and Wardstones following suicide le  the police more than a bit puzzled. The doctor

had pushed his head into a coal oven after slitting his wrists. Newspaper conjured a demonic mean‐
ing into all of this and the sects of psychoanalysts wanted to establish themselves by offering their

ques tion able help.

This time, Crowley and the cultists of the Old Ones arrived, both eager to get close to Ward‐
stones daughter and capture the remaining notes of the deceased. This was even subtle from both

parties, because none would benefit from the police finding a certain pattern in this. What he

lacked in subterfuge and stealth Crowley made up with divination. Gaining the information yet

caught in a caul dron of hos tile ad ver saries all on his own.

Both Se bas t ian and Putana came to the con clu sion that the sum mon ing will man i fest most dam ‐
aging here through a human with repressed violent temper. Adriano did a desperate search for Se‐
bastian, hoping to find him in time. Looking back, he was exhausted by the intensity of memories.

He vi su al ized the fi nal flash backs.

The Hürtgenwald after sunset, Putana marched along the ways, sneaked through the vegetation

and stumbled under the light of the crescent moon. Fresh forest air, atmosphere, fatigue and

doubts faded into oblivion the moment he heard a cry of agony from Crowley. The visualization

became most lucid the moment Putana swung the axe to end the unwanted duel between Crowley

and the psy chotic crim i nal.

Weeks of hide and seek only to com pen sate Crow ley’s weak ness in self preser va tion. Again Adri ‐
ano’s life didn’t benefit from any of his efforts. A shine of hope struck the frowning Sicilian. Per‐
haps he would never again have to bury body parts at least. The departure was of a blasphemous

mundanely flair this time. They send some letters to Presque and went their own ways again. In No‐
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